
Music and Representation

GORDON EPPERSON

The title is a neat one, but it is yet another key that opens a semantic
Pandora's Box. As must be so in all theorizing about music, a'1 instrumen-
tality appropriate to one modality of human discourse__ language_is
invoked for the analysis of an altogether different modality. That lang-
uage can be a snare and a delusion, whether it attempts to explicate some
territory withiq its own domain or makes excursions (bold or tentative)
into remoter realms, was generally recognized and acknowledged long
before the Derridean revolution, which further compounded the uncert.
ainty that is endemic in aesthetic theory.

"It is the business of philosophy to make sense of experience," said
Susanne Langer, What an old-fashioned ring this has! Ironically, despite
her aim of clarification, her hypotheses have engendered a great deal of
controversy: and, even among her supporters, have been widely misund-

erstood. Yet sht>has contributed more seminal insights to musical theory
than any other savant of our century. Her arguments identifying music
as a unique (and "non-discursive") symbolism have "made sense," especi
ally to many practicing artists, whom philosoyhical writers seldom bother
to address directly. As for seeking out those persons most intimately
'engaged in music-making__and this would seem to be the most promi-
sing course for philosophers of music: a course which Langer. virtually
alone, has followed---:--_this has obviously never occurred to most of
them.

But musicians, even more than painters and sculptors, are conscious
of the limitations of written and spoken language and indeed know the:
impossibility of "representation" of music in words. (Poets, too, are more
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likely than philosophers to understand, from direct experience, where
words "leave off!' Though they exercife a rightful hegemony over words,
it is within the power of poets, at best, to communicate something other
than, and more than, information.) "Reading (or speaking) between the

lines," then, comes naturally to artists, who, through their production
of hand and eye and ear are accustomed to moving through terrain where
the word is a stranger. When they talk of their work, as they do, chara-
cteristically, with zest and penetration, they use words as pointers,
nothing more: to be understood in the context of whatever is taking
shape. Very little of this spontaneous talk is ever recorded. (Philosophers,
therefore_unless they are among the fortunate ones who enjoy
unmediatl!d experience of an art__remain ignorant.) Langer has aptly
described such vivid, informal use of language as "studio metaphor."

The making of music__like the hearing of it__is an empirical
business, and its manifestations are ephemeral. The musician, like the
poet, is keenly aware of "perpetual perishing:' 1£ the convoluted theori-
zing of Jacques Derrida could somehow be translated into a more
accessible, Jess esoteric, idiom, the perceptive musician would be likely
to get the drift. But in contrast to the philosopher, who must hold to the
word even in the face of deconstruction, the musician can get along with-
out words altogether.

In writing an essay, however, one must have recourse to them. And
the writing, certainly in traditional terms, is logocentric : which music,
essentially, is not.

This has been a necessary prologue.

Every proposition is open to question. In the past, any challenge has
presumably been made in the interest of some "truth-value," in the
expectation___to empJoy a terrible philosophic jargon which is never-

theless widely understood___of determining to what extent something

"is the case." And undoubtedly, in many instances, this is still. ..the
case. But the multiplying and wide dissemination of theories is likely to
induce a certain passivity, and at times even a s~nse of hopeless:1es~, in
the truth-seeker. It is impossible, of course, for any individual to keep
abreast of the prolific outpourings: lOd the heartening sp;;dacle of an
Aesthetic Renaissance is accompanied by profound psychological fatigue.
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At a cultural juncture such as ours, Edgar Allan Poe might well ask, once
again, "Is there balm in Gilead ?"

What I want to suggest is that the spllculative literature in its
quantity and range may undermine any residual impulse to seek answers
___or partial solutions to problems. Are we doomed merely to play

with ideas which enjoy roughly equal status in the intellectual commu-
nity, all tenacious of life, brutally attacked and defended, but none___
more than any other___representing "the case ?"

Finality, to b~ sure, is no desideratum. Defen sible hypotheses, however,
are another matter, In science, theories ~ome and go, are tested: and
those adopted are later superseded, pace flat-earth precepts and Creation-
ism. Bot in the arts, doctrines which are patently false are perpetuated
far beyond their natural lifespans, and fervently de tended : not only by
those who might be dismissed as superstitious or simply deluded, but by
persOns with impressive professional credentials,

In illustration, let us take the mOst obvious eXlmple of alleged
"representation" in music: program mwic, so-called, in its various manife-
stations, Any music to which som.? verbal agenda is attached will qualify
as a member of the genre. Now the alliance of music and extra-musical
association may be eminently successful, artistically, This is undeniable,
and does not relate to the argument, although it is relevant to point out
that no "program," however excellent in itself, will redeem inferior
music.

But widespread disagreement continues be'tween proponents of reftre-
ntialism and non-reftrentialism, respectively: the former holding that music
can express outside, or "extrinsic" meanings. as well as embodied, or
intrinsic ones; while the latter, not denigrating the extra-musical assoc-
iations per se, maintain that music communicates its essential meaning
independently through its peculiar tonal modality; whatever is superim-
posed, then, may be an enhancement; but different constituents have
nevertheless been brought into juxtaposition and there is a distinction
to be made between them. This is obvio'l<;ly the str::>oger argument.

Yet Leonard Meyer, in his Emotirn and Meaning in MllSic, equates the
genrei when he refers to "designative" and "non designative" meanings.
Yes, he says: music can and does commun;cate both kinds of meanings.
But the crucial question, which he does not address, is how each kind of
meaning is apprehended by the listener, In the Same way? Obviously
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Dot: nor is this flat denial 3n imtance of question-begging. incontrovert-
ible evidence being always at hand. For essential musical meaning is
accessible only through hearing, is a private experience, and cannot be
communicated through any out~;ideagency. (In contrast. knowledge about
music__its formal structure, for example___can be transmitted
verbally.)

"Designative," or extra-musical meanings. are arbitrary. But when
they appea.r to make a close "fit," as they invariably do in the best exam-
ples, one easily believeJ; and so great is the power of association, the
connection seems to be inherent. Yet the likelihood of envisaging Don
Quixote at Don Juan on a first hearing of those tone poems by Richard
Strauss. bearing their names, is as remote as the probability of one's
travelling to another galaxy in this century. The crucial point is that
one has to bl told. Then, and only then, may one member of the. .artistic
dyad be said to represent the other.

The foregoing distinction is demonstrable, and may be tested and
confirmed by anyone who wishes. at any time. But that clarification,
which continues to elude not only the general public, but many otherwise
philosophically astute observers, deals with representation in the most
elementary Nay only. The problem is not so easily disposed of.

Clearly, there is "representation" in music: and representation of
a kind. to borrow Wordsworth's phrase, "far more deeply interfused."
accessible to the sensitive listener, and available on its own terms.
Anyone who speaks of "getting something out of" music is acknowledging
the presence of meaning. or ~'import." Such testimony as evidenced by
that cliche, is ordinarily concomitant to recognition and the desire for
repetition. We are now outside the logocentric confines. but not beyond
concept: because there is something "there." however fluctuating its
lineaments; and meaning_unless indeed we surrender our view of
language as an instrumzntality of human discourse and elect, instead. to
regard ourselves as victims of a sovereign Linguistic__signifies, in any
humane vernacular, a keenly intuited. if not readily identifiable. sub.
stratum of apprehension. The Lldispensable human context invalidates
Hanslick's dictum that umusic means itself."

The connection between music and human emotion, as yet but little
understood, is constantly remarked upon. and it has ever been so :
composers. performing musicians, and myriad listeners have given
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impr~ssive tegtimcny to some kind of relationship there. But any inference
based on this consensus, to the effect that music represents emotion, requires
a very close scrutiny. If music does have such a function, what is its
modus operandi ?

Nothing so simple as a direct correspondence between fleeting
"feelings" and a work of musical art is observable. Inevitably, then, the
repport between music and human emotion__affirmed, albeit vaguely,
so universally__must be of a general kind: a complex symbolism for
which the term represmtation is inadequate.

Symbolism, in any of .its guises, is representation. But represeotation
of the most obvious kind, though it undoubtedly qualifies as a symbolism,
is neither interesting nor apposite to our purpose. The complex way in
which music may beconstrued to depic:t "the life of feeling" is, in con-
trast to the simplicity of one thing's "standing for another," a challenge
to both hemispheres of the brain :__and to human intuition ~s well,
wherever that may reside.

In order to get off the ground, as it were, let us consider Langer's
nice distincticn between "sign" IInd "symbol," wherein she ascribes the
fundamental utilitarian uses of symbolism to the former, and the more
recondite aspects to the latter. The existence of such hierarchical
structure in symbolic representation is apparent even to those who do not
subscribe to her terminology. The distinction is useful, moreover, not
only in reading Langer, but in setting aside the numerous examples of
symbolism which do not, in this context, merit our attent-ion. Among
these are such well-known devices as text-painting; the intricacies of
musical numerology (whether exhibited in the isorhythmic motet,
instances of !'dynamic symmetry" in Bach chorales,the Schillinger !Jystem;
or__indeed__the various manifestations of serial technique), or
mechanically induced "imitaticns of nature." All these, whether arcane

or easily accessible, are io the domaio of sign language and must be
understood discursively or not at all.

Adamant philosophical opponents of the "non-discursive" symbol
remain ignorant, inexplicably, of the long tradition which that concept
represents. But perhaps it isn't inexplicable, aftulill, in vie-wof the
literary nature of that tradition in the nineteenth century. (But why
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should philosophers, incorrigib1e truthseekers, be 80 befuddled by
obstacles that arle nothing more than terminological?) For Goethe, the
symbol was a "concrete universal." Carlyle compared the symbol to an
iceberg; partly rt~vealed, largely hidden. More broadly, nineteenth
century literati conceived of the symbol as "any formal unity." And the
French symbolist poets, for whom Mallarme was the leading theorist,
sought a veritable synaesthesia of modalities, in which life and art were
inextricably intertwined.

The transmogrification of human dynamism into music effects a
containment_"stylized," to be sure_in the work of art. There is,
therefore, "representation"; but more, there is, as it were, a "capture" of
emotion; and the music, consequently, is, in whatever measure, what it
"stands for." ("A poem should not mean but be," said Archibald Macleish.)
Recognizing, in ~ome widely toutEd "masterpiece" of any era. its capacity
to be brought to li fe a~ain and again, and to speak (in the phraseology of
the old Anglican prayerbook) to "all sorts and conditions of men," the
inference commonly drawn that an experience of profound significance
can take place in human pero;;eption, through the agency of such music,
appears altogether justified. (Inferences as to possible cathartic and thera-
peutic values may also be drawn; a consideration of these, however, is
beyond the scope of this paper.)

But ascribing to music the power to encapsulate and evoke emotion
as &n exclusive function must still be. despite the magnitude of such a
claim, an oversimplification. The dynamism of both thought and feeling,
perceived as a umty, would correspond more accurately, I suspect, to the
SOurces of music in human experience. We need not go so far, perhaps, as
Nietzsche, poetphilosopher, who declaimed, in exaltation, that "language
can never adequately render the cosmic symbolism of music, because
music stands in symbolic relation to the primordial contradiction and
primordial pain in the heart of the PerimalUnity, and therefore symbo-
lizes a sphertl which is be} ond and before all phenomena."l

More sober voices have reiter,ted the same message, Edmund Gurney,
Nip.tzsche's contemporary, put it this way: "The ground which preclude
verbal interpretations and set ve i bal descriptions lie at the root of the
art's wide comprehensibility andliffusiono"2 Susanne Lange;, more than
half a century later, observed that "the limitations inherent in verbal
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conception and discursive forms of thought are the very rai.lon d'etre of
1rtistic expression."3
Despite a long acquaintance with her thought, I have found it strange that
Langer subsumes, implicitly, mind within emotion; and yet, paradoxical1y,
her magnumopus bears the title Mind. When she speaks of art as an
analogue of emotive life_~and music, hence, as a tonal analogue of that
life_she is aCKnowledging art as representative in that sense. But
"thought-feeling," or some acceptable equivalent, would seem to fit the
case better.

Gurney published The Power of SauTidin 1880. William James, who
reviewed it, hailed the work as the most important book on ae3thetic!: in
the English language: an estimate which, a century later, I am tempted
to second. (Being "up-to-date" in aesthetic theory is. in any case, a lau-
ghable idea.) Its neglect from the first_a neglect which has continued
to the present day__was explained by several preceptive readers among
Gurney's own circle, who observed that the book was too philosophical
for musicianl, (00 IUmicalfor philosophers. Whatever the reason, its
neglect has meant a loss for everybody concerned with the philosophy of
music.

Gurney's description of music as "ideal motion" fulfills all the
requirements of Langer's symbolic analogll' : "In the imaginatve work the
ideas and emotions are cmbodieq as such, to be again and ag:lin reawakened
as sucb,"4 Gurney, like Langer, was an organicist. (I can find no evidence
that Langer ever read Gurney; her thought, nevertheless, has many
affinities with his,) .Where Langer speaks of "the forms of sentient
being" which art gives expression to, Gurney maintains that music "con-
denses a very larg~ amount of inner Hfe,"

Corroboratiog both, John Dewey___still another much neglected
theorist in this sphere_sees music as depicting the "stir, agitation,
movement, the particulars and contingencies of existence," In a most
remarkable passage, he says that "music complicates and intenssfieE the
process of genial reciprocating antagonism, suspense and reinforcement,
where the various 'voices' at once oppose and answer one another/'5

Dewey is noted, in general, for the felicity of his prose style, nor are
we especially concerned with that quality just now; but in those lines,
surely, he comes close, if he does not altogether succeed, in bursting
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Iogocentric bounds: in pointing, that is to say, toward what language is
incapable of communicating.

Alfred North Whitehead was responsible for the long life of present-
ational immedia<:)ias a r.once\jt in artistic experience. Its difference from
reprmTitational can be most easily understood in the notion of the non-
discursive symbol as objective: an entity which does not merely "stand
for"_or 10 place of__something else. The symbol may, indeed, and
characteristically does, signify an "other," or "more," as well; its
boundaries are not fixed. Gurney expressed the identical insight, using
the term presentative, Gurney's "organic" postulates, !1.ffirming the insepara-
bility of matter and form, were subsctibed to both by Whitehead and
Langer. Gurney emphasized the pertinence of his organic and presentative
canons to music in particular: "The successions of intensity and relaxa-
tion, the expectation perpetually bred and perpetually satisfied, the
constant direction of the motion to new points, and constant evolution
of part from part, comprise an immense amount of alternations of posture
and of active adfustment of the will."ij

Philosophic neglect of the musical practitioner, which I spoke of
earlier, is nowhere more evident than in the example which the late
Roger Sessions affords us. Should Ne not listen with special interest to

what a composer has to say about his art ? Yet one may look in vain, in
most of the theoretical literature, for references to Sessions, one of the
most verbally articulate and eloquent of twentieth century composers.
His two large conttibutions to aesthetics, The Musical Experience(1949) and
Questions About Music (1970). were delivered originally as public lectures:
the earlier ones 'at the Juilliard School in New York City, and the later
ones, many years later, at Harvard University where he held the Norton
Chai.r of Poetry in 1968-69. The books are not footn~ted: Sessions had
no need to consult "authorities,"

But he, like our "bona fide" theorists just quoted, regards his art as
organic, an expression of the dynamism of life, Musical experience is
human, and has to do with tbe listener's relationship to the sound he
hears. Sessions speaks of those el ~ments of tension and relexation present
in music as in life, which contrLn te to the emotional analogue shaped by
art: "What we may call the raw, formal materials of mmic are also the
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expressive elements, and these, again, have their bas;f. in cert'ain of the
most elementary, intimate, and vital experience thro,lgh which we live
as human beings."7 He says further that "a melodic motif or phrase is in
essence and origin a vocal gesture; it is a vocal movement with a clearly
de tined and therefore clearly expressed profile." Emphasizing the organic
analogy Sessions maintains that rhythm is fundamental: breathing is our
first and most lasting experience of rhythm, reflected musically in
upbeat and downbeat, arsis and thesis; and what we call a musical phrase
is a musical breath. Finally_for there is no need to multiply examples__
he tells us that

In embodying movement, in the most subtle and most delicate
manner possible, music communicates the attitudes inherent in,
and implied by, that movement; its speed, its energy, its elan or
impulse, its tenseness or relaxation, its agitation or its tranquillity,
its decisiveness or its hesitation. It communicates in a marvelously
vivid and exact way the dynamics and the abstract qualities of
emotion, but any specific emotional content the comporerwishesto givi to
it must befttrnished, as it were, from without, by means of tin tlssociative
program.s

Music does not contain propositions. The claim that experience must
be verbally expressible in order to have "meaning," as many professional
philosophers contend, is, after all, a futile exercise in semantic nit-pick-
ing; for the denial of meaning to all human enterprises not susceptible to
verbal approximation is in obvious contradiction to the richness and
variety of life; and it triviaJizes the philosophic quest. But it is this kind
of unnecessary, professionally imposed linguistic impasse that prompted
Langer__a symbolic logician concerned that her tenets enjoy a wide
applicability and intelligibility ~_to coin "import" as a possible way out
of that terminological dilemma.

The empirical evidence for what may be ,aPed a symbiosis b~tween
music and human thought-feeling is overwhelmhg. The hypothesis of a
symbolic analogue is testable in the only acceptable'labo'atory; the psyche
of the individual listener. The invitation, more over, is to a sumptuous
banquet: and this test is also a testing. Pl~to said thLt all learning is a
remembering. Because music does have recourse to those dynamisms !fat
the core of life," one who is open and receptive to its intrinsic mean-
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iogs may experience a strong seme of l'ecognition : may even feel impelled
to say , "Yes, that's the way it is !"

Sri Aurobindo gives compelling testimony in support of the' 'symbolic
analogue :"

For the universal s;)ul all things and all contacts of things carry in them
an essence of delight best described by the Sanskrit aesthetic term, rasa,
which means at once sap or ess~nce of a thing and its taste. . .

We lttain to something of this capacity for variable but universal
delight in the aesthetic reception of things as represented by Art and
Poetry, so that we enjoy there the Rasa or taste of the sorrowful, the
terrible, even the horrible or repellent; and the reason is because we
are detached, disinterested, not thinking of ourselves or of self-defence
( j1lgupsa ), but only of the thing and its essence.9

There iSj to be sure__in the v~rnacular of the drug culture_the
possibility of one, or many, "bad trips," in the vicariou!' modality of art.
(Yet we are, as Schopenhauer also expressed it, Hiar from their pain."
Thus we can enjoy.) For the entlre compass of human vitality and experi-
ence may be accommodated, symbolically, within a musical purview; the
quicksands of ambiguity, the ambivalences, "negative" and "positive"
states_all are mirrored there.

The experience of music is not an exercise, surely, in reductionb:m.
It should be possible, very nearly, for a listener of strong appetite,
curiosity, and capacity for adventure to "have it all." Dynamism is at
the core and there are nO static goals; but thp-re are revelations along the.
way___self-validating and verbally incommunicable epiphanies. The
continuing txperienciTlg of music is a broken journey without a fixed des-
tination. But in perceiving and participating in the nature of such
symbolic representation it is an enhancement for the listener if he
can be aware, and yield to the strong magic in full consciousness. The
illusion which great art provides is an elixir that does its work with or
without our consent. But how much better. following Bergson's injunction
"to enter in," to comprel:end, as it were. Rasa: its function as well as its
flavor. It is not necessary, nor desirable, to flounder forever in tbe dark.
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